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Abstract
Deep convolutional networks often append additive constant ("bias") terms to their
convolution operations, enabling a richer repertoire of functional mappings. Biases
are also used to facilitate training, by subtracting mean response over batches of
training images (a component of "batch normalization"). Recent state-of-the-art
blind denoising methods (e.g., DnCNN) seem to require these terms for their
success. Here, however, we show that these networks systematically overfit the
noise levels for which they are trained: when deployed at noise levels outside
the training range, performance degrades dramatically. In contrast, a bias-free
architecture – obtained by removing the constant terms in every layer of the
network, including those used for batch normalization– generalizes robustly across
noise levels, while preserving state-of-the-art performance within the training range.
Locally, the bias-free network acts linearly on the noisy image, enabling direct
analysis of network behavior via standard linear-algebraic tools. These analyses
provide interpretations of network functionality in terms of nonlinear adaptive
filtering, and projection onto a union of low-dimensional subspaces, connecting
the learning-based method to more traditional denoising methodology.
1 Introduction
The problem of denoising consists of estimating a signal from measurements corrupted by noise, and
is a canonical application of statistical estimation that has been studied since the 1950’s. Achieving
high-quality denoising results requires (at least implicitly) quantifying and exploiting the differences
between signals and noise. In the case of natural photographic images, the denoising problem is both
an important application, as well as a useful test-bed for our understanding of natural images.
The classical solution to the denoising problem is the Wiener filter [24], which assumes a translation-
invariant Gaussian signal model. Under this prior, the Wiener filter is the optimal estimator in terms
of mean squared error. It operates by mapping the noisy image to the frequency domain, shrinking the
amplitude of all components, and mapping back to the signal domain. In the case of natural images,
the high-frequency components are shrunk more aggressively than the lower-frequency components
because they tend to contain less energy. This is equivalent to convolution with a lowpass filter,
implying that each pixel is replaced with a weighted average over a local neighborhood.
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Figure 1: Visualization of the linear weighting functions (rows of Ay in equation (2)) of a BF-CNN
for three example pixels of a noisy input image (left). The three images on the right show the
linear weighting functions corresponding to each of the indicated pixels (red squares). All weighting
functions sum to one, and thus compute a local average (although some weights are negative, indicated
in red). Their shapes vary substantially, and are adapted to the underlying image content.
In the 1990’s, more powerful solutions were developed based on multi-scale ("wavelet") transforms.
These transforms map natural images to a domain where they have sparser representations. This
makes it possible to perform denoising by applying nonlinear thresholding operations in order to
discard components that are small relative to the noise level [5, 20, 1]. From a linear-algebraic
perspective, these algorithms operate by projecting the noisy input onto a lower-dimensional subspace
that contains plausible signal content. The projection eliminates the orthogonal complement of the
subspace, which mostly contains noise. This general methodology laid the foundations for the state-
of-the-art models in the 2000’s (e.g. [4]), some of which added a data-driven perspective, learning
sparsifying transforms [6], and nonlinear shrinkage functions directly from natural images [7, 17].
In the past decade, purely data-driven models based on convolutional neural networks [11] have
come to dominate all previous methods in terms of performance. These models consist of cascades
of convolutional filters, and rectifying nonlinearities, which are capable of representing a diverse
and powerful set of functions. Training such architectures to minimize mean square error over large
databases of noisy natural-image patches achieves current state-of-the-art results [25] (see also [2]
for a related approach).
Neural networks have achieved particularly impressive results on the blind denoising problem, in
which the noise amplitude is unknown [25, 26, 12]. Despite their success, these solutions are
not well understood. We lack intuition about the denoising mechanisms they implement. Network
architecture and functional units are often borrowed from the image-recognition literature, and it
is unclear which of these aspects contribute positively, or limit, the denoising performance. Many
authors claim critical importance of specific aspects of architecture (e.g., skip connections, batch
normalization, recurrence), but the benefits of these attributes are difficult to isolate and evaluate in
the context of the many other elements of the system.
In this work, we show that bias-free CNNs (BF-CNNs), in which the bias terms (additive constants)
throughout the network have been eliminated, yield performance matching the state-of-the-art in
image denoising, while offering two important advantages. First, BF-CNNs are locally linear, and
hence amenable to direct analysis with linear-algebraic tools. In Section 2 we leverage such tools to
visualize locally adaptive properties of the denoising map, and to show that the network approximates
a projection onto an adaptively-selected low-dimensional subspace. The analysis uncovers direct
connections between the denoising mechanism of the neural networks and classical methods based
on filtering and projection operations. Second, we show that BF-CNNs generalize robustly to noise
levels well beyond the range at which they have been trained, in stark contrast to existing architectures.
Section 3.1 provides a theoretical explanation of this phenomenon, based on the insight that removing
the bias results in invariance to rescaling. Section 3.2 demonstrates the overall performance and
generalization capabilities of BF-CNNs through comprehensive numerical experiments, showing that
the advantages of bias removal hold for several popular architectures.
2 Analysis of bias-free neural networks for denoising
We assume a measurement model in which images are corrupted by additive noise: y = x+n, where
x ∈ RN is the original image, containing N pixels, n is an image of i.i.d. samples of Gaussian
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Figure 2: Analysis of the SVD of the Jacobian of a BF-CNN for ten natural images, corrupted by noise
of standard deviation σ = 50. (a) Singular value distributions. For all images, a large proportion of
the values are near zero, indicating (approximately) a projection onto a subspace (the signal subspace).
The orange points show the cosine of the angle between the left and right singular vectors, for a single
image (orange curve). Larger blue point (and vertical line) indicates the effective dimensionality
(sum of squared singular values) for that image. Note that orange points at dimensionalities less than
this are nearly 1, implying that the corresponding left and right singular vectors are nearly identical.
(b) Effective dimensionality of the signal subspaces as a function of noise level (orange curve for
same image highlighted inf panel (a)). For comparison, the total dimensionality of the space is 1600
(40× 40 pixels). (c) Histogram of dot products (cosine of angle) between the left and right singular
vectors that lie within the signal subspaces.
noise with variance σ2, and y is the noisy observation. The denoising problem consists of finding
a function f : RN → RN that provides a good estimate of the original image, x. Commonly, one
minimizes the mean squared error : f(y) = argminf E||x− f(y)||2, where the expectation is taken
over some distribution over images, x, as well as over the distribution of noise realizations. Finally, if
the noise standard deviation, σ, is unknown, the expectation must also be taken over a distribution of
this variable. This problem is often called blind denoising in the literature.
Feedforward neural networks with rectified linear units (ReLUs) are piecewise affine: for a given
activation pattern of the ReLUs, the effect of the network on the input is a cascade of linear transfor-
mations (convolutional or fully connected layers), additive constants, and pointwise multiplications
by a binary mask corresponding to the fixed activation pattern. Since each of these is affine, the entire
cascade implements a single affine transformation. For a fixed noisy input image y ∈ RN with N
pixels, the function f : RN → RN computed by a denoising neural network may be written
f(y) = Ayy + by, (1)
where Ay ∈ RN×N is the Jacobian of f(·) evaluated at input y ∈ RN , and by ∈ RN represents the
net bias. The subscripts on Ay and by serve as a reminder that the corresponding matrix and vector,
respectively, depend on the ReLU activation patterns, which in turn depend on the input vector y.
If we remove all the additive ("bias") terms from every stage of a CNN, the resulting bias-free CNN
(BF-CNN) is strictly linear, and its net action may be expressed as
fBF(y) = Ayy, (2)
where Ay is again the Jacobian of fBF(·) evaluated at y. In the following two sections, we analyze
this local representation to reveal and visualize the noise-removal mechanisms implemented by
BF-CNNs. We illustrate our analysis using a BF-CNN based on the architecture of the Denoising
CNN (DnCNN, [25]). A detailed description of the architecture is provided in Section 3.2.
Visualization approaches based on differentiating neural-network functions with respect to their input
have been previously proposed in the context of image classification (see e.g. [21, 15]). However,
architectures used for classification include non-ReLU activation functions, and thus the Jacobian
serves only to provide a 1st-order Taylor approximation of the mapping. A similar complication
arises when considering denoising architectures that are not bias-free: The resulting filters do not
fully represent the denoising map due to the presence of the net bias by , which confounds the analysis.
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Figure 3: Visualization of left singular vectors of the Jacobian of a BF-CNN, evaluated on two
different images (top and bottom rows), corrupted by noise with standard deviation σ = 50. The left
column shows original (clean) images. The next three columns show singular vectors corresponding
to non-negligible singular values. The vectors capture features from the clean image. The last three
columns on the right show singular vectors corresponding to singular values that are almost equal to
zero. These vectors are noisy and unstructured.
2.1 Visualization of equivalent filters
The linear representation of the denoising map given by equation (2) implies that the ith pixel of
the output image is computed as an inner product between the ith row of Ay , denoted ay(i), and the
input image:
fBF(y)(i) =
N∑
j=1
Ay(i, j)y(j) = ay(i)
T y. (3)
The vectors ay(i) can be interpreted as adaptive filters that produce an estimate of the denoised pixel
via a weighted average of noisy pixels. Examination of these filters reveals their diversity, and their
relationship to the underlying image content (Figure 1): They are adapted to the local features of the
noisy image, averaging over homogeneous regions of the image without blurring across edges.
Analyzing BF-CNNs in terms of equivalent filters facilitates a comparison with existing denoising
methods. As mentioned in the introduction, classical Wiener filtering denoises images by convolving
with a lowpass filter, preserving low-frequency information, while suppressing fine-scale details.
Many modern denoising techniques can be interpreted as implementing nonlinear spatially-varying
filters designed to preserve fine-scale details such as edges (e.g. [22], see also [14] for a comprehensive
review, and [3] for a recent learning-based approach). Our analysis shows that BF-CNNs can be
interpreted as a data-driven method to learn adaptive filters implicitly.
2.2 Analysis via the singular-value decomposition
The local linear structure of a BF-CNN facilitates analysis of its functional capabilities via the singular
value decomposition (SVD). For a given input y, we compute the SVD of the Jacobian matrix:
Ay = USV
T , with U and V orthogonal matrices, and S a diagonal matrix. We can decompose the
effect of the network on its input in terms of the left singular vectors {U1, U2 . . . , UN} (columns
of U ), the singular values {s1, s2 . . . , sN} (diagonal elements of S), and the right singular vectors
{V1, V2, . . . VN} (columns of V ):
fBF(y) = Ayy = USV
T y =
N∑
i=1
si(V
T
i y)Ui. (4)
The output is a linear combination of the left singular vectors, each weighted by the projection of the
input onto the corresponding right singular vector, and scaled by the corresponding singular value.
Analyzing the SVD of a BF-CNN on a set of ten natural images reveals that most singular values
are very close to zero (Figure 2a). The network is thus discarding all but a very low-dimensional
portion of the input image. We can measure an "effective dimensionality" of this preserved subspace
by computing the total noise variance remaining in the denoised image, fBF(y), which corresponds to
the sum of the squared singular values.
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Figure 4: Analysis of bias and linear terms as a function of noise level. For a noisy image y and a
denoising neural network f , we write the residual as y − f(y) = (I −Ay)y − by (see equation (1)).
The plots show the magnitudes of the residual, the linear term (I −Ay)y and the net bias by averaged
over 100 20× 20 natural-image patches for networks calibrated over different training ranges. (a)
DnCNN network, trained over the full range of noise levels (σ ∈ [0, 100]). The net bias is small,
and grows gradually as the noise increases. (b) DnCNN network, trained over the range σ ∈ [0, 55]
(gray band). The net bias grows explosively for noise levels outside the training range. (c) BF-CNN
network, trained over range σ ∈ [0, 55] (beige band). The net bias is zero by design.
We also observe that the left and right singular vectors corresponding to the singular values with
non-negligible amplitudes are approximately the same (Figures 2a and 2c). This means that the
Jacobian is (approximately) symmetric, and we can interpret the action of the network as projecting
the noisy signal onto a low-dimensional subspace, as is done in wavelet thresholding schemes.
For inputs of the form y := x + n (where x is the clean image and n the noise), the subspace
spanned by the singular vectors corresponding to the non-negligible singular values contains x almost
entirely, in the sense that projecting x onto the subspace preserves most of its energy. This holds for
the whole range of noise levels over which the network is trained. Specifically, averaged over 50
example images, the fraction of the energy (squared `2 norm) preserved by the projection falls from
0.999 to 0.986 as the standard deviation of the noise n grows from 10 to 100 (relative to the image
pixels, which lie in the range [0, 255]). The low-dimensional subspace encoded by the Jacobian is
therefore tailored to the input image. This is confirmed by visualizing the singular vectors as images.
The singular vectors corresponding to non-negligible singular values capture features of the input
image; the ones corresponding to near-zero singular values are unstructured (Figure 3). The BF-CNN
therefore implements an approximate projection onto an adaptive signal subspace that preserves
image structure, while suppressing the noise.
The signal subspace depends on the noise level. We find that for a given clean image corrupted
by noise, the effective dimensionality of the signal subspace decreases as the noise level increases
(Figure 2b). In addition, the signal subspaces are nested: the subspaces corresponding to lower noise
levels contain at least 95% of the subspaces corresponding to higher noise levels. At lower noise
levels the network detects a richer set of image features, and constructs a larger signal subspace.
In conclusion, the SVD analysis of the BF-CNN reveals that the network learns a prior on natural
images that is structured as a union of subspaces. This is reminiscent of sparsity-based techniques,
in which images are assumed to lie in unions of subspaces spanned by sparse linear combinations
of basis functions, which may be handcrafted (e.g., [1, 16]) or learned (e.g., [6]). The BF-CNN
implements the prior implicitly: the subspaces are obtained through a concatenation of weight
matrices governed by the activation patterns corresponding to specific inputs.
3 Generalization across noise levels
In order to apply learning-based denoising methods on real data, it is crucial to understand their
generalization properties. In particular, methods should be robust to deviations between the data used
for training and the data encountered at test time. Here, we take a step in this direction by studying
generalization across noise levels, i.e. denoising performance for noise levels not included in the
training set. We provide theoretical analysis and computational experiments showing that BF-CNNs
generalize robustly across noise levels, in stark contrast to architectures that have nonzero net bias.
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Figure 5: Comparisons of the performance of DnCNN (red curves) and BF-CNN (blue curves) for
the experimental design described in Section 3.2. The performance is quantified by the PSNR of the
denoised image as a function of the input PSNR. The black dashed line depicts the identity function,
for comparison. (a-c) The two networks are trained over a fixed ranges of noise levels indicated
by a gray background. In all cases, the performance of DnCNN degrades significantly beyond the
training range. In contrast, BF-CNN generalizes robustly. (d) Superposition of results from networks
trained on three different low-noise ranges. All training ranges share the same maximum PSNR
(corresponding to σ = 10). The vertical gray lines mark the different values of the minimum PSNR.
In all cases, BF-CNN generalizes well, in marked contrast to DnCNN.
3.1 Scaling invariance
A key property of bias-free neural networks with ReLU activations is invariance to scaling: rescaling
the input by a constant value simply rescales the output by the same amount.
Lemma 1. Let fBF : RN → RN be a feedforward neural network with ReLU activation functions
and no constant terms in any layer. For any input y ∈ R and any nonnegative constant α,
fBF(αy) = αfBF(y). (5)
Proof. We can write the action of a bias-free neural network with L layers in terms of the weight
matrix Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, of each layer and a rectifying operator R, which sets to zero any negative
entries in its input. Multiplying by a nonnegative constant does not change the sign of the entries of a
vector, so for any z with the right dimension and any α > 0R(αz) = αR(z), which implies
fBF(αy) =WLR(WL−1 · · ·R(W1αy)) = αWLR(WL−1 · · ·R(W1y)) = αfBF(y). (6)
The proof breaks down if any of the layers in the network contains additive constant parameters
because scaling the input may change the activation pattern of the ReLUs. Networks with a nonzero
net bias are not scaling invariant.
Scaling invariance renders BF-CNNs robust to varying noise levels. Consider a clean image x and a
noise realization n corresponding to a noise level within the training range. Let err denote the error
of a bias-free network when estimating x from x+ n,
fBF(x+ n) = x+ err. (7)
By Lemma 1, the network is automatically able to denoise clean images at a different noise level,
as long as they are scaled accordingly. For any α > 0, the error of the network when denoising an
image x2 := αx corrupted by a noise realization αn scales linearly with α,
f(x2 + αn) = x2 + α err. (8)
A bias-free network therefore generalizes across new noise levels, as long as examples with the same
signal-to-noise ratio are present in the training data. Note that this argument applies to image patches
of size equal to the field-of-view of the neural network. This theoretical analysis shows that bias-free
networks should provide robust generalization across noise levels when trained on a collection of
image patches with different intensities, even if the range of noise levels is limited. This is confirmed
by the numerical experiments reported in the following section.
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Figure 6: Denoising of an example natural image from the test set described in Section 3.2. The
image is denoised by applying a DnCNN and a BF-CNN trained over the range σ ∈ [0, 55]. (a) Noisy
image, with intensities in range [0, 255], and noise standard deviation σ = 30. (b) Result of applying
the DnCNN to (a). (c) Result of applying the BF-CNN to (a). (d) Noisy image for σ = 70, which
lies outside the training range. (e) Result of applying the DnCNN to the image in (d). (f) Result of
applying the BF-CNN to the image in (d).
3.2 Computational experiments
In this section, we investigate generalization across noise levels computationally, comparing networks
with and without net bias. In order to do this, we train the networks using images corrupted by
i.i.d. Gaussian noise with a range of standard deviations. This range is the training range of the
network. We then evaluate the network for noise levels that are both within and beyond the training
range. Our experiments are carried out on 180× 180 natural images from the Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset [13]. To make our experiments consistent with previous results including [19, 2, 25], we use
a subset of 400 images as a training set. The training set is augmented via downsampling, random
flips, and random rotations of patches in these images to produce a total of 541,600 patches [25]. We
use a separate set of 68 images as the test set.
We implement a BF-CNN based on the architecture of the Denoising CNN (DnCNN) [25], a neural
network with 20 convolutional layers, each containing 3×3 filters and 64 channels. Each intermediate
layer in a DnCNN applies a convolution followed by batch normalization [9] and a ReLU. There
is a skip connection from the initial layer to the final layer, which has no nonlinear units. To
construct a BF-CNN from the DnCNN, we remove all sources of additive bias, including the mean
parameter of the batch-normalization in every layer (note however that the rescaling parameters
are preserved). We train the BF-CNN, and a DnCNN, on natural image patches corrupted by i.i.d.
Gaussian noise with varying standard deviation σ, sampled uniformly at random from a training
range specified by minimum and maximum standard deviations, [σmin, σmax]. The architectures are
trained by minimizing the mean squared denoising error
∑
i ||f(yi)− xi||22 over the entire training
set. Here (xi, yi) denotes the ith training pair of clean and noisy images. The loss is minimized using
the Adam Optimizer [10] over 70 epochs with an initial learning rate of 10−3 and a decay factor of
0.5 at the 50th and 60th epochs.
We begin by analyzing the affine local model of a DnCNN trained over different noise levels. In
particular, for a neural network f we write the residual corresponding to a fixed noisy image y as
y − f(y) = (I −Ay)y − by (see equation (1)). Figure 4 shows the magnitudes of the residual, the
linear term, (I −Ay)y, and the net bias, by , as a function of noise level. Over the training range, the
linear term dominates, implying that it is responsible for most of the denoising effort. The net bias is
significantly smaller, although it does grow systematically with the noise level. However, when the
network is evaluated out of the training range, the norm of the bias increases dramatically. The strange
behavior of the bias term out of the training range coincides with a substantial drop in denoising
performance. Figure 5 compares DnCNN and BF-CNN for different noise levels, inside and outside
of the training range. Performance is quantified in peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR). In all cases,
DnCNN generalizes very poorly to noise levels outside the training range. In contrast, BF-CNN
generalizes robustly, as predicted by the theoretical argument in Section 3.1. Section A shows that the
same holds for the more perceptually-meaningful Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [23]. Figure 6
shows an example that demonstrates visually the striking difference in generalization performance.
The presence of a net bias in the architecture results in severe overfitting to the training range.
The theoretical analysis in Section 3.1 holds for any neural network architecture that combines
convolutional layers and ReLUs. This suggests that the overfitting phenomenon observed for DnCNN
is likely to be true of other networks as well. In order to investigate this, we trained several different
7
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Figure 7: Comparisons of architectures with (red curves) and without (blue curves) a net bias for
the experimental design described in Section 3.2. The performance is quantified by the PSNR of
the denoised image as a function of the input PSNR (a, b, c) and SSIM of the denoised image as
a function of the input SSIM (d, e, f). All the architectures with bias perform poorly out of their
training range, whereas the bias-free versions all achieve excellent generalization across noise levels.
(a, d) Recurrent architecture inspired by DURR [26]. (b, e) Multiscale architecture inspired by the
UNet [18]. (c, f) Architecture with multiple skip connections inspired by the DenseNet [8].
CNN architecture with and without net biases. These architectures include popular features of existing
neural-network techniques in image processing: recurrence, multiscale filters, and skip connections.
The first architecture is a recurrent neural network, where the basic module is a CNN with 5 layers,
3×3 filters and 64 channels in the intermediate layers (see Section B.1). The experiment is inspired by
Ref. [26], in which the authors argue that recurrence is responsible for improved generalization across
noise levels. Our results are inconsistent with this hypothesis (Figure 7b). The recurrent architecture
fails to generalize if it has a net bias, but generalizes robustly when this bias is removed, both in terms
of PSNR and SSIM. The second network is an example of a popular multiscale architecture known as
a UNet [18] (see Section B.2). Figure 7b shows that generalization is again governed by the presence
or absence of a net bias. Finally, Figure 7c shows that the same phenomenon occurs for a network
inspired by the DenseNet architecture [8, 27]. The network consists of 4 consecutive CNN modules
with 5 layers, 3× 3 filters and 64 channels, where there is a skip connection from the input to the end
of each module (see Section B.3). These experiments suggest that the presence of a net bias is the
primary impediment to denoising generalization for CNN architectures.
4 Discussion
In this work, we show that removing constant terms from CNN architectures boosts generalization
performance across noise levels, and also provides interpretability of the denoising method via
linear-algebra techniques, such as the SVD. Our linear-algebraic analysis uncovers interesting aspects
of the denoising map, but these interpretations are very local: small changes in the input image
change the activation patterns of the network, resulting in a change in the corresponding linear
mapping. Extending the analysis to reveal global characteristics of the neural-network functionality
8
is a challenging direction for future research. It is also of interest to examine whether bias removal
can facilitate generalization in other image-processing tasks, such as single-image superresolution.
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Appendix A Generalization performance measured by SSIM
Figure 8 compares the performance of DnCNN (red curves) and BF-CNN (blue curves) for the experimental
design described in Section 3.2 of the main paper. The performance is quantified by the Structural Similarity
Index (SSIM) of the denoised image as a function of the input SSIM.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of the performance of DnCNN (red curves) and BF-CNN (blue curves) for
the experimental design described in Section 3.2. The performance is quantified by the SSIM of the
denoised image as a function of the input SSIM. The graph shows a superposition of results from
networks trained on three different ranges (indicated by the shaded regions). The training ranges
share the same maximum SSIM (corresponding to the noise level σ = 10), the minimum SSIM in the
training range is indicated by a blue line. In all cases, BF-CNN generalizes well, in marked contrast
to DnCNN.
Appendix B Experiments with different architectures
In this section we describe the computational experiments used to evaluate the performance of the recursive
architecture, the UNet, and DenseNet-style architecture in Section 3.2. We train these models using a smaller
version of the dataset described in Section 3.2 of the main paper. In more detail, we use patches of size 128×128
instead of 50×50, which yields a total of 22,400 training patches. We train the models using the Adam optimizer
[10] with an initial learning rate of 10−3 and train for 50 epochs with a learning rate schedule which decreases
by a factor of 0.25 if the validation PSNR decreases from one epoch to the next. We use early stopping and
select the model with the best validation PSNR. The following subsections provide details regarding the different
architectures.
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B.1 Recursive Framework
Inspired by Ref. [26], we consider a recurrent framework that produces a denoised image estimate of the form
xˆt = f(xˆt−1, ynoisy), at time t where f is a neural network. We use a 5-layer fully convolutional network with
3× 3 filters in all layers and 64 channels in each intermediate layer to implement f . We initialize the denoised
estimate as the noisy image, i.e xˆ0 := ynoisy. For the version of the network with net bias, we add trainable
additive constants to every filter in all but the last layer. During training, we run the recurrence for a maximum
of T times, sampling T uniformly at random from {1, 2, 3, 4} for each mini-batch. At test time we fix T = 4.
B.2 UNet
Our UNet model [18] has the following layers:
1. conv1 - Takes in input image and maps to 32 channels with 5× 5 convolutional kernels.
2. conv2 - Input: 32 channels. Output: 32 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels.
3. conv3 - Input: 32 channels. Output: 64 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels with stride 2.
4. conv4- Input: 64 channels. Output: 64 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels.
5. conv5- Input: 64 channels. Output: 64 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels with dilation factor of 2.
6. conv6- Input: 64 channels. Output: 64 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels with dilation factor of 4.
7. conv7- Transpose Convolution layer. Input: 64 channels. Output: 64 channels. 4× 4 filters with stride
2.
8. conv8- Input: 96 channels. Output: 64 channels. 3× 3 convolutional kernels. The input to this layer
is the concatenation of the outputs of layer conv7 and conv2.
9. conv9- Input: 32 channels. Output: 1 channels. 5× 5 convolutional kernels.
The structure is the same as in Ref. [26], but without recurrence. For the version with bias, we add trainable
additive constants to all the layers other than conv9. This configuration of UNet assumes even width and height,
so we remove one row or column from images in with odd height or width.
B.3 Simple DenseNet
Our simplified version of the DenseNet architecture [8] has 4 blocks in total. Each block is a fully convolutional
5-layer CNN with 3× 3 filters and 64 channels in the intermediate layers with ReLU nonlinearity. The first three
blocks have an output layer with 64 channels while the last block has an output layer with only one channel.
The output of the ith block is concatenated with the input noisy image and then fed to the (i+ 1)th block, so
the last three blocks have 65 input channels. In the version of the network with bias, we add trainable additive
parameters to all the layers except for the last layer in the final block.
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